ABB Ability™ Advanced Digital Services increase Indian paper mill’s production and quality

The challenge of maintaining quality
To avoid the negative impact that measurement and control problems can have on production, quality and costs, the managers at one of India’s largest paper mills wanted to find and correct issues before they could affect performance. But achieving this goal proved to be elusive.

Plant managers at the integrated pulp and paper mill have worked closely with ABB for years. The mill relies on ABB Quality Control System (QCS), Distributed Control System (DCS) and drives to produce over 150,000 tons of product per year. When the mill’s management learned that ABB offers services to proactively monitor quality control and distributed control system, they asked ABB to demonstrate how these solutions could maximize productivity and quality.

Challenge
- Find and correct automatic control problems before they negatively impact production
- Quickly identify opportunities to improve QCS performance to maximize quality
- Improve paper machine performance to ensure high availability

Solution
To begin addressing these problems proactively, the mill chose ABB Ability™ Performance Optimization for control loops service to manage 220 control loops on the stock preparation, wet-end and dry-end sections of one of their machines. Specifically, plant operators were looking to diagnose critical issues including control output saturation, over control, slow control, signal noise and process disturbances.

ABB Ability™ Advanced Digital Services reduce sheet breaks and reduce product quality variability by up to 20%. To maximize production, quality and costs management, mill managers wanted to proactively find and correct control issues before they could negatively affect performance.
Results
By using both Performance Optimization for control loops and Performance Optimization for QCS services, the mill experienced fewer sheet breaks and lower grade recovery times that resulted in more product making it to market. The mill was able to reduce product quality variability by up to 20 percent. The mill will see gains of $75,000 to $150,000 per year through better operational performance and less product waste.

Benefits
• Quick diagnosis and problem resolution
• Increased production
• Improved product quality
• Significantly improved paper machine performance
• Increased equipment availability

Featured Solutions

ABB Ability™ Performance Optimization for control loops
Performance Optimization for control loops service simplifies control loop data analysis, eliminates bump tests and quickly identifies troublesome process control loops with the help of 24/7 remote monitoring and advisory capabilities.

ABB Ability™ Performance Optimization for QCS
Performance Optimization for QCS service identifies, classifies and helps prioritize opportunities to improve product quality, measurement and control health, and control utilization in your plant. Performance Optimization for QCS service uses non-stop data collection and analysis to transform raw data into actionable information, quickly pinpointing issues so you can ensure optimal performance of equipment and systems.